Official North Dakota Flag Design and Colors
Officially revised August 13, 2019
As authorized by N.D.D.C 54-02-02, the State Historical Society of North Dakota has designated the following design and color guide for the official flag of the State of North Dakota. The Pantone international color matching system is built around eight basic colors plus black and white. Printers who keep the basic colors in stock can mix ink to match the 1,000+ colors shown in guides and swatch books published by Pantone, Inc. To see the recommended colors listed below, visit a local printer to request viewing their Pantone color selector guide.

Pantone colors from the 1998 formula guide, 12th printing

A - Pantone 131C (gold)  E - Pantone 384C (yellow-green)  J - Pantone 301C (medium blue)
B - Pantone 187C (red)   F - Pantone 409C (silver)    K - White
C - Pantone 1225C (yellow) with shadows of 139C (brown)  G - Pantone 469C (dark brown)  L - Black
D - Pantone 356C (green)  H - Pantone 468C (light tan)  M - Pantone 654C (dark blue) flag field

Grouped colors (D, E for the leaves and I, G, F, H for the arrowheads) indicates that each color is used independently for separate elements, and should not be considered mixtures of the shown colors.